Friday Night [under the] Lights…
Twenty - twenty

Happy Friday...
I hope everyone is doing well. A lot going on in our world, I know…
Today is also National Public Sleeping Day.
Not kidding. It was started in 2011 and the purpose is to encourage people to find an area in public to
enjoy a short nap.
I’m having a little trouble wrapping my arms around this one, but I suppose it was proposed, in part, to
help people slow down just a bit and recharge in a not-so-common place (there is a small subset of you
that should be ashamed of ourselves for having the thought you just did…).
But, really? Here are their suggested nap locations…

“Medic 6, Engine 5 – Priority two – Unknown person down”
“Medic 6, be advised – Patient celebrating National Public Sleeping Day.”
No, no, NO. This is just wrong… Just not right. Like “National Yell at a Priest Day”
Who thinks up this stuff?
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▪

The Coronavirus challenge changed for us this week. Big time.

Dr. Nancy Messonnier, director of the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's National Center
for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases, said Tuesday, "Ultimately we expect we will see
community spread in this country."

Businesses, schools, communities and families in the United States should be preparing for the virus to
disrupt their lives, she said. It's not a question of if, but when and "and how
many people in this country will have severe illness," she said.

Not a single one of you reading this hasn’t been engaged in some form or
fashion in a discussion about the Novel Coronavirus almost daily for the past
week (at least)…
In fact, even when you have clinical knowledge, the progression of this
worldwide illness is disquieting. There are still substantial unknowns about
the virus, it’s rate of spread, how it is moving from continent to continent,
etc…
There are all sorts of things that make us uncomfortable about all this mess…
-

-

-

The country to country spread continues to increase
There are now patients who have tested positive for COVID-19 (the official abbreviation for the
Novel Coronavirus) who appear to have had no contact with a confirmed case or travel to a
known high risk area
The stock markets of multiple countries have taken a significant hit.
There is no vaccine immediately available.
Confirmatory testing is not readily available in all communities.
Debate about some of the specifics of viral spread, the possibility of viral mutation, the possible
transmission in feces, and other virus behavior (after I typed that I kept re-reading it – quite an
odd phrase, but it’s correct…).
We don’t have any historical data to understand how long this worldwide infection may last,
how many patients may ultimately be infected and whether warmer spring temperatures may
have any impact on viral spread

Plus, and this is a big one… WE are on the front lines of this emerging infection. And anyone that’s been
in EMS or healthcare for a while knows that when the Coronavirus reaches the definition of a
“pandemic”, there are many changes that will occur in the communities we live in. Those changes are
vital to stopping continuing spread, but they can be very disruptive.
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I do want to take a second to comment on the whole
concept of a “pandemic” because there’s a lot of
discussion about whether the current Coronavirus
meets the definition of a pandemic (yet – That is
totally my opinion).
The word pandemic comes from the Latin Words
Panos (“to work”) and emica (“very long hours”)…
Just kidding. Wanted to see if you were paying
attention…
It actually comes from the from Greek πᾶν pan "all"
and δῆμος demos "people". The term refers to a state
of propagated infection that has the potential to impact everyone.
There are differing levels of disease within a community.
The first is considered “endemic”. These are diseases or infectious agents that have a constant
presence in most communities. Often considered “baseline”. Strep throat is a good example.

An “epidemic” is a sudden increase in the number of cases of a disease above the endemic level for that
particular area. The initial surge of COVID-19 cases in Wuhan, China was, by definition, an epidemic.
Finally, a “pandemic” is an epidemic that’s spread over several countries or continents. It usually affects
a large number of people.
A pandemic is person-to-person spread of a disease-causing significant illness and death on an
exceptionally broad worldwide scale. The World Health Organization would be the global entity to
transition the classification of the COVID-19 epidemic to a pandemic. There is still a level of debate
about the exact characteristics that would move WHO to change their current classification.
Despite the actual terminology applied, I think it’s safe to say that it’s time for us (and the US
Healthcare System) to start preparing for the next steps of the spread of this disease.
CDC issued an updated Guidance on the current state of the Novel Coronavirus four hours ago. It’s
important that we understand the spirit of the language.
In the United States, we have gone from monitoring containment efforts to preparedness for response.
Essentially, the CDC put the US healthcare system on alert today. It’s time for us to get serious.
Here’s what the CDC communicated several hours ago…
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What May Happen
More cases are likely to be identified in the coming days, including more cases in the United
States. It’s also likely that person-to-person spread will continue to occur, including in the
United States. Widespread transmission of COVID-19 in the United States would translate into
large numbers of people needing medical care at the same time. Schools, childcare centers,
workplaces, and other places for mass gatherings may experience more absenteeism. Public
health and healthcare systems may become overloaded, with elevated rates of hospitalizations
and deaths. Other critical infrastructure, such as law enforcement, emergency medical services,
and transportation industry may also be affected. Health care providers and hospitals may be
overwhelmed. At this time, there is no vaccine to protect against COVID-19 and no
medications approved to treat it. Nonpharmaceutical interventions would be the most important
response strategy.

Damn.
No one likes the fact that we now face the reality of a larger number of Coronavirus infected patients
and the challenges associated with identifying who may be infected.
And no one likes the thought of disruption in the activities of our normal daily lives – Particularly in the
places we gather like schools, theaters, event venues, strip clubs and even the workplace.
And we certainly don’t like the fact that we may see increased challenges with higher volumes, more
calls, sicker patients and non-traditional approaches to care (such as leaving patients at home instead
of transporting them to overcrowded healthcare facilities).
And we don’t like the potential that WE might get sick during all of this.
But the reality is that we have the ability to manage the evolving Coronavirus event with fact, with
science and with sound approaches that create a sense of comfort and calm to our communities,
provide the best clinically sound approaches to managing patients that may be (or are) infected and we
can minimize the chances of any of us becoming infected.
It’s what we do.
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When we’re faced with challenging weather, difficult patient access, multiple patients, complex
diseases, catastrophic injuries, heartbreaking emotional events and situations that seem beyond
solution to everyone else… We create order out of chaos.
It’s what we do.
It’s time. EMS thinks on its feet. We solve problems. We get to prove that yet again.
So, in the spirit of starting the journey to ramp up our preparedness, I’ll offer a series of facts,
observations and musings that should help us deal with the upcoming challenges…
➢ It is entirely normal and expected that our approaches will change as we
learn more about the virus. We learn about diseases and we change our
approaches as we better understand their behavior. It’s why patients with
cardiac disease can eat eggs again… It’s also a powerful message to each
of us as individuals to keep up on new information.
➢ The actual mortality rate of COVID-19 infection is still difficult to
determine. There are several reasons, but two of the most important are
the unreliable case numbers from China (the largest affected area, by far)
and the lack of a robust healthcare infrastructure there to take care of patients when they
become ill. That said, JAMA released a paper days ago with the Wuhan city mortality data
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Case-fatality rate
• 2.3% (1023 of 44 672 confirmed cases)
• 14.8% in patients aged 80 years (208 of 1408)
• 8.0% in patients aged 70-79 years (312 of 3918)
• 49.0% in critical cases (1023 of 2087)
There have been no deaths in the United States. Currently, there are 62 confirmed US cases.
➢ The CDC continues to be the most reliable source for evolving data on COVID-19. They update
information on a regular basis. Might be a good idea to BOOKMARK this =>
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
➢ Effective PPE for managing Persons Under Investigation (PUI) and confirmed cases still consists
of Standard / Contact / Airborne precautions:
o
o
o
o
o

Surgical Mask on the patient
N95 Mask on you (appropriately fsized and fit-tested)
Gloves
Gown
Eye protection

➢ It’s important to remember that the N95 Mask should be used for Providers and a Surgical mask
should be used on patients. Given the very realistic possibility of limited N95 production (most
are manufactured in China), we should do everything we can to be thoughtful and preserve
resources that may be in short supply down the road (have you checked the shelves for
consumer N95 masks in Walgreens or Home Depot? Nada.).
➢ I love having a beard. It’s me (and it decreases the amount of time I have to spend shaving
every day). But - Many beards impair the ability of an N95 to create a seal and work effectively.
If you have a beard that impairs a seal – (here it comes) trim it or shave it. Grow it back after
this public health adventure. You may actually find out you’re cuter without it [insert big eyed
emoji]
➢ Decontamination and disinfection of ambulances and aircraft should be performed with
appropriate PPE donned. The CDC has also recommended airing out the vehicle after removing
the patient and during decontamination.
➢ There is an art and a science to effective donning and doffing. Remember that it’s not just
wearing PPE it’s HOW you put it on and take it off…
➢ Wash your hands frequently with soap and water and/or use an alcohol based hand sanitizer
after every patient encounter. Frankly, the more you wash, the safer you are. Become
obsessed with clean hands.
➢ And don’t touch your mucous membranes (nice visual, huh?). Remember that mucous
membranes are the front door for viral entry. Inadvertant transmission often occurs by
touching your eyes or picking your nose (note to self, Beeson)…
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Finally, a critically important point to anticipate.
Right now, the identification of a patient as a PUI depends on a history of travel to a specific location OR
contact with an infected individual AND signs and symptoms of illness (URI, fever, chills, cough,
shortness of breath).
The current high risk travel areas as of tonight are:
-

China
Iran
South Korea
Japan
Italy

As the illness continues to spread to many more countries, Travel History will no longer be a relevant
piece of information. For example, I may have come into contact with someone in the US who was
infected oversees. Additionally, many people may come into contact with individuals who are infected
and they may not know it.
What will all that mean? Signs and symptoms of URI, cough, fever, chills, etc may become the
presentation that defines a PUI until further exam / history / testing.
That may have asignificant impact on our decision making

▪

THE key point for each of us to pay attention to?

As your mom always told you, IF YOU’RE SICK stay home. If you start feeling bad and you’re at work –
Go home. Isolate yourself from others when you yourself are sick.

▪

A few resources that will help:

✓ GMR Medicine EID COVID-19 WebSite. Our Single Source of Truth, powered by CDC
https://www.globalmedicalresponse.com/coronavirus
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✓ Johns Hopkins Global Coronavirus Tracking Map
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

__________________
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▪

Finally…

Dr. James Craig Pinkerton, our Medical Director in Duncan Oklahoma, was laid to rest last Saturday
after a brief unexpected illness. He loved EMS and was always considered a welcome face in the
Emergency Department and with our crews whenever they were
together.
He was only 58.
We’ll miss having him as a member of our GMR family.
Rest well, buddy. Thanks for making us a better place…

So, that’s it from my World. Happy Friday.
We’re all in this together. We’ll get through it and we’ll do it in away that protects the people and the
communities we’re privileged to serve.
It’s what we do.

Ed
Ed Racht, MD
edward.racht@gmr.net
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